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THE AMERICAN CHEMICAL SOCIETY
The American Chemical Society (ACS) was founded in 1876 and chartered by the U.S. Congress. It is one
of the world’s largest scientific organizations with more than 152,000 members in over 140 countries. Its
mission is to advance the broader chemistry enterprise and its practitioners for the benefit of Earth and
its peoples. Its vision is to improve people’s lives through the transforming power of chemistry. It is
recognized as a leading publisher of authoritative scientific information with over 60 peer-reviewed
journals. It endeavors to empower its members to advance chemistry, elevate their careers, expand their
networks, inspire future generations, collaborate globally and build communities that provide scientific
solutions. The Society is organized into 32 technical divisions and has 184 local sections.

THE VIRGINIA SECTION
The Virginia Section of the ACS was chartered by the American Chemical Society in 1915. It includes 16
cities and 54 counties in central and southern Virginia and has more than 1300 members. The Section
operates through an Executive Committee and 19 standing committees. The Section presents awards to
outstanding teachers and college and university students as well as for significant research and service
to the Section. Section activities include monthly meetings, the Chemistry Olympiad, National Chemistry
Week, Project SEED, Chemists Celebrate Earth Week, and publication of the Virginia Section Bulletin.

THE R. GERALD BASS AWARD FOR EXCEPTIONAL SERVICE
The R. Gerald Bass Award for Exceptional Service was established by the Virginia Section of
the American Chemical Society in 2015. It is awarded periodically to an outstanding member
of the Section who has made exceptional contributions to the Virginia Section over an
extended period of time. The award is named for Dr. R. Gerald Bass who has been an active
member of the Virginia Section for over 60 years and who has served the Section and the
Society in many different capacities. He is currently a member of the Executive Committee of
the Virginia Section. The first Bass Award was presented to Dr. Bass himself on October 24,
2015 at the Section’s Centennial Gala, celebrating 100 years of the Virginia Section.
A second Bass award was given to Dr. James Beck on January 20, 2017. On October 16,
2020, Dr. Ann Sullivan became the third recipient of this prestigious award.

Jerry Bass

Jim Beck

Ann Sullivan

October 6, 2020
Dr. Ann Marie Sullivan
School of Mathematics and Science
J. S. Reynolds Community College
PO Box 85622
Richmond, VA 23285-5622
Dear Dr. Sullivan:
It is my pleasure to inform you of your selection as the recipient of the Virginia Section of the American Chemical Society’s R. Gerald Bass
Award for Exceptional Service. The Executive Committee of the Section approved your selection in a unanimous vote at its meeting on January
25, 2020. Because of the COVID impact, the award will be virtually presented to you at the October 16 Zoom meeting of the Virginia Section,
organized by Virginia Union University. Information on the meeting and the announcement of your award are included in the October issue of
the Virginia Section Bulletin that is posted on the Section website: www.acsva.org.
My sincerest congratulations on your selection for this prestigious award. Your exemplary service to both the Virginia Section and the national
ACS organization for many years are greatly appreciated. The award is richly deserved. Thank you for all that you have done and continue to do
to advance chemistry through the ACS. We look forward to your continuing to participate in Section activities and to provide outstanding
leadership that serves as a shining example to all of our members.
Sincerely yours,

M. Samy El-Shall
Chair, Virginia Section, American Chemical Society
Mary Eugenia Kapp Endowed Chair of Chemistry and
Chair of the Chemistry Department, Virginia Commonwealth University
(804) 828-2753, mselshal@vcu.edu
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Ann Marie Sullivan
Service to the Virginia Section
Ann has been a member of the American Chemical Society for 36 years. She joined while she was a
student pursuing her B.S. degree in chemistry at Virginia Tech. In her years as a member of the Virginia
Section, she has served in many capacities, including the offices of Secretary, Vice Chair, Chair Elect,
and Chair (2002). She has been a member of the Executive Committee for over 20 years. Other Section
committees that she has served on include Entertainment, Bylaws, Publications, Nominating, and
Strategic Planning. She was one of the organizers for the Section’s Women Chemists Committee.
In 2000, she developed the first website for the Section. In 2005, the Section recognized her work by
presenting her with the Distinguished Service Award and in 2007, Dr. Will Lewis, Chair of the Section,
gave her a special Chair’s Award to honor her dedicated service. She received a Jefferson Cup for her
presentation, “Teaching Science Using Toys,” given at the Section meeting on September 23, 2005.
In 2016, Section Chair Dr. Denise Walters presented her with some special gifts.

MORE ACCOMPLISHMENTS IN THE SECTION
! Chemistry Olympiad Coordinator - 2002-2019
! National Chemistry Week Programs
! Chemists Celebrate Earth Week Programs
! ChemLuminary Award Presentations
! Career Panels
! Chemistry Webinars
! Step Up from Down Syndrome Family Festival
! Webmaster - 2000-2019
! Program Chair for SERMACS-2011
! Chair of SERMACS INC Board
! Councilor - 2007-2020

NATIONAL ACS
Q Councilor for 13 years
Q Chair of TECH Division
Q Diversity Committee
Q Local Section Activities Committee (LSAC)
Q Membership Affairs Committee
Q Society Committee on Technicians

CONGRATULATIONS
AND BEST WISHES
...from your friends in the Virginia Section
...and the ACS

I would like to thank Ann for her patience, expertise and guidance in my 4 years of
leadership on the Executive Committee and the many years of service that she has
offered to the local Virginia Section. I remember the first time I met Ann, I
remembered her as “the lady with the hat”. Ann’s calm demeanor, willingness to
lead, love of teaching and passion education, attention to detail and spirit of
dedication have contributed to the amazing success of the Virginia Section.

...Denise Walters

I want to congratulate Ann Sullivan on receiving this award. Ann’s contributions
to the Section are too numerous to list out, and this recognition for her service to
the Section is well deserved. Ann Sullivan is the first member of the Executive
Committee that I met after moving to the Virginia Section. She encouraged me to
get involved and suggested starting with the role of Entertainment chair. This
turned out to be a great way to get to know Section members and led to me being
more involved with the Executive committee and eventually serving as Chair.
Ann was one of the founding members of the Women Chemists Committee, and
her dedication to the website and the Chemistry Olympiad has been remarkable.
Ann is also supporting of students and members of the Section, and her support
of the YCC and mentoring program demonstrates that. I have enjoyed working
together with Ann on the Executive Committee and look forward to many more
years.

...Stephanie Mabry

Dr. Ann Sullivan was a member of the SERMACS, Inc. Executive Committee for many years, serving several
terms as Secretary for the organization. She was always great at getting minutes out for review quickly
following our teleconferences and annual Steering Committee meetings, critical tasks that are not fully
appreciated until they are no longer taken care of by a successor. I always liked how Ann could keep us
focused and not allow us to spend too much time on tangential issues, she was always quick to steer the
conversation back to what was important.

...Chris Bannochie
I have known Ann since I joined VCU in fall 1989 when Ann was a graduate student in Professor Jim Terner’s

group. Ann was an outstanding student with tremendous energy and interest not only in physical chemistry
but also in many of the ACS and outreach activities. This award is a testimony for Ann’s exemplary service to
both the Virginia Section and the national ACS organization for more than 30 years. Thank you Ann for all
that you have done and continue to do to advance chemistry through the ACS.

...Samy El-Shall
I first met Ann at a regional meeting planning workshop held in DC in the late
2000’s. We were holding competing regional meetings in 2011, hers in Richmond
and mine in Austin. We had a lot of fun talking about our meetings at the regional
planning meeting and at the joint SWRM/SERMACS meeting in NOLA. As it turns
out, we really were competing as we both planned the meetings on the same week.
This made the ACS staff insane as the two biggest ACS regional meetings were both
happening at the same time. A couple of years later I accepted the job at JMU and
talked to Ann about becoming a part of the Virginia LS. Ann was my first friend in the new local section and
made the transition from Central Texas to Virginia welcoming and fun. Over the past 7 years working
together, Ann has been an amazing mentor, friend and colleague and I look forward to many more years of
friendship.
...Linette Watkins

Congratulations on receiving the R. Gerald Bass Award for Exceptional Service!
Thank you for all of your time, hard work, and dedication to the Virginia
Section and our local scientific community. Your contributions and various
roles within the ACS have had a significant impact, including serving on
the executive committee, leading the Chemistry Olympiad program, hosting
various student and community events, managing our website, and training
new members and leaders in the section.
You have set an excellent example of what service leadership means for me and all young leaders in the
section. I cannot think of a more deserving recipient of this award. Again, congratulations and many thanks
for everything you have done and continue to do!

...Kathleen Spangler
Dear Ann Marie:
I take this opportunity to offer my congratulations as you receive the R. Gerald Bass
Excellence Award from the VA Section ACS. No need to do any carbon age dating
to discover that we go back to those days in graduate school at VCU. Your
friendship and working together in the ACS and at J Sarge is valued and
appreciated. I always think of you whenever Chemistry Olympiad is mentioned.
You have always put chemistry education as your top priority and strived for the
best for your students.
Again, congratulations on being our 2020 RGB Excellence Award recipient!
Love and virtual hugs your way,

...Will H. Lewis, Jr.

It gives me great pleasure to write about Ann Sullivan as she is not only one of my colleagues but my dearest
friend. I have been so lucky to have known her since graduate school even though we became best friends years
later as we reconnected working together with the ACS. The definition of the R. Gerald Bass Award is an
award to honor outstanding members of the Section who have made exceptional contributions to the Section
over an extended period of time. This defines Ann Sullivan. Ann can be described as self-motivating, creative
and highly dependable. She is a go-to person every time. Looking at specifically, ACS and community service,
there hasn't been one person in our section that has given more of her time to make sure that our section has
always been one of the best in the country. She has run the Olympiad for years, been section chair, run the
website, worked with WCC, spent timeless energy working on our section reports to help us get recognized at
one of the top ACS Sections in the country, and she has helped everyone run many activities. Personally, she
has been my mentor at the National level sharing her vast knowledge of how committees work and always
giving her input for improvement. She has been my right hand for every National Chemistry Week and
Chemists Celebrate Earth Day. As an educator, Ann is one of the best I have ever encountered. She is so
dedicated to students and their learning, constantly creating new activities and lab activities to make sure they
learn at a higher level and ensure their transfer to four-year institutions will be easy. On a more personal note,
Ann has been the best friend I could ever ask for. We always have joked
that if we could survive team teaching together with our two different
personalities, then we have a very strong friendship. After fifteen years of
NCW and 14 years of CCED, she still hangs in with me putting our
activities together, helping me pack up activities, getting students involved
and working tireless through the entire events. I am thankful for Ann and
all the doors she has helped open for me as well as walked through with me
at the National level of ACS. Congratulations to you Ann, for the
well-deserved honor receiving the R. Gerald Bass Award!
Your forever buddy and alarm clock!

...Kristine Smetana

There is no question that there is no one who deserves the Bass Award more than you
do. In my 52 years in the Virginia Section, I have never seen a member of our section
who has worked harder or contributed more to the Section and the ACS. You have
been involved in so many ways–on many committees, holding several section offices,
serving on the Executive Committee, being a Councilor, handling the Chemistry
Olympiad, organizing the Section’s website and serving as its Webmaster for many
years, helping to organize SERMACS-2011 and the 100th Anniversary Celebration,
and many others. I especially appreciate your calm demeanor and wise counsel on the Executive Committee. I
want to sincerely thank you for all the help that you have given me personally over the years. You guided me
through my years as an officer, including being the Chair of the Section, and your support has been invaluable
to the publication of the Bulletin over the 28+ years that I have been its Editor. I could not have done it without
you and I can’t thank you enough for all that you have done for me.
I look forward to many more years of enjoying your company and to your continued service as we share our
dedication to the ACS and the Virginia Section. Best wishes, good health, and much happiness.

...Jim Beck
Ann is one of those wonderful volunteers who makes life better and the tasks easier for
both fellow volunteers and for ACS staff members. She has clear views of what she would
like to see done, makes those views known, and implements activities when appropriate
(e.g., testing for the Olympiad). For those issues that are not clearly understood, she seeks
information and respects the views of others in collecting facts and advice. She is one of a
small cadre who makes the ACS the powerhouse of science organizations locally and
nationally.

...Kenneth Chapman

Thoughts of Ann on her special day:
Got something no one wants to do? If you want it done right - Get Ann to do it.
And most of the time she did with style, grace and competence.
Get Ann to do it could well have been the motto of the Virginia Section for as long as I have known Ann - which is now longer than either of us
cares to admit. The thing about this “motto” is that it is “oh so true.” Ann has done many tasks - often because no one else would do them - while
she has been a member of the executive committee. I have been privileged to work closely enough with her on a few things that she has led to really
appreciate her dedication, talent and devotion to promoting chemistry. Three examples are:
Program Chair for the Richmond SERMACS meeting:
I think Ann held the second highest-ranking job on the SERMACS committee. I had a secondary job under Ann as the poster coordinator. We
ended up with approximately 1000 total submissions. What ACS forgot to tell us was that there was a glitch in their abstract submission software.
My hypothesis was that it worked fine for abstracts submitted from one type of computer software and introduced arbitrary formatting for
submissions done using the other popular computer system in use at that time. It was a mess. With many other tasks looming, we could have “let it
go,” but that is not Ann’s style. We fixed the abstracts and as far as I know, everyone was happy with the results. Of course, Ann probably would
not have told me if someone had complained.
Chemistry Olympiad:
Ann’s work with the Chemistry Olympiad is also undervalued. Ann and Linette decided that the state finals would be held at JMU and Linette told
me to coordinate the labs that are part of the final tests. This gave me a close-up view of the organization, effort, and devotion it takes to administer
this program. Thanks to Ann’s planning, the students may have sweated over the challenges in the exam, but they enjoyed the experience. This
well-oiled machine would not have happened without Ann’s excellent organizational skills.
Transfer VA:
This has nothing to do with the Virginia Section, but it does involve chemistry. There is a goal in Virginia to make transferring from a community
college to a four-year school as seamless as possible. I am one of the JMU representatives on the committee. Another contributing member - you
guessed it – Ann. Her service to the state extends far beyond the Virginia Section and her input is highly valued.
Each of these has been a whole lot of work and Ann has done most of it. Since this is only a small fraction of all that Ann has done, it does not come
close to explaining her value to the section. Knowing Ann, I am sure she will say she does not deserve the Bass Award. I disagree. She has more
than earned it.
Congratulations Ann. Enjoy your award. You have earned it many times over.

...Thomas C. DeVore

Congratulations, Ann! Well deserved recognition! Thank you for making me feel
welcome especially at my first ACS leadership conference.

...LaChelle Waller
Dr. Ann Sullivan, I didn't realize how much my life would change after taking
(Spring 2010) General Chemistry Part 2 with you at J. Sargeant Reynolds
Community College. After that semester, I decided to major in chemistry when I
transferred to VCU. Consequently, we connected at the Children's Museum when
the local section was hosting activities for kids a couple years ago. Congratulations
again on receiving the R. Gerald Bass Award for Exceptional Service. Thank you
so much for being an integral part of our section and for supporting the younger
chemists committee.

...Julian A. Bobb
Ann has been an inspiration to me. She was immediately welcoming
when I first came to the Virginia Section five years ago. I have been
impressed with how Ann steps up when needed and is extraordinarily
reliable. I have thoroughly enjoyed working with Ann on the Website.
She has led the way with developing and maintaining the website, an
essential communication tool for our section. Even as her life was hectic,
she kept on top of maintaining and building the new site. Ann is a
uniquely fabulous individual.

...Kathryn Deibler

I first met Ann when she enrolled at VCU as a graduate student after graduating from
Virginia Tech. Much to my chagrin she expressed an interest in physical chemistry research,
not organic, and earned her Ph.D. with Dr. James Terner. She was strong academically and
earned a reputation as an excellent teaching assistant. I was pleased when she took a faculty
position at Reynolds Community College where she is now Professor and Program Chair of
Chemistry, Geology and Physics.
I was delighted when she began to play an active role in the Virginia Section,
following in the footsteps of Dr. Mary Kapp and a number of VCU faculty. An
extensive list of her section activities has been summarized in a recent issue of The
Bulletin. Her election as a Councilor provided me an opportunity to see her many
contributions to the ACS at the national level. At council meetings, members would
come to me with praise and compliments on her various committee activities. Even
though I had been chair of several committees, she was very helpful to me as a
newcomer on the Local Section Activities Committee. Her opinions were well accepted. She was a great supporter of
the younger women members of our section involved in council activities and was considered as a sort of “mother/
mentor”. It was easy to find Ann in a crowd. You just looked for a young woman wearing a large hat with a big
feather.
Whenever we had section summer social events at our home in Goochland, Ann would
come with her husband and two sons and a heap of his homemade barbeque and help with
arrangements and picnic chores. Probably the most enjoyable events of all were the dinners
and luncheons which we had at national meetings with other section members and friends.
Congratulations Ann, your service and friendship are exceptional.
With best wishes for your continuing success.

...Jerry Bass

I am pleased that the Virginia Section has chosen Ann Sullivan for the Bass Award, as she has given
Exceptional Service to the Section over the past decades. There are three areas where I have benefitted from her
involvement in the section. Soon after I became a high school teacher, I gave some of my students the
opportunity to participate in the Chemistry Olympiad and over the next twenty-five years, during most of which
Ann was the Section coordinator, I taught several students who were successful on the Local Exam, and
qualified to take the National Exam. This is a special opportunity that some high school chemistry teachers are
able to provide to their outstanding students, and is an important recognition to all concerned. Ann’s
coordination of the Virginia Section’s participation has provided an outstanding boost to high school students
and their chemistry teachers over the years.
As Webmaster, Ann has provided two helpful tasks to my roles in the Section. She
has done an excellent job of posting portions of the History of the Section to the
Website as they have been completed, as well as getting the First 75 Years on the
site a number of years ago. Having the History on the Website has made it more
available to anyone who has an interest or a need to read any of it, and makes it a
more “living” document so that revisions can be more easily made if needed. This
is more difficult with a printed document. Ann’s work in this has changed the nature of the written version of
the History to a document that can be edited easily as new information is added or found.
Another task as Webmaster is currently in process. The Teacher Awards Committee has revised the application,
and Ann is in the process of posting the revised application on the Website.
In addition to these and other roles that Ann has been involved with, it has been a privilege for me to know her
and to be involved with her in many Section activities over the years. She is very deserving of the R. Gerald
Bass Award for Exceptional Service to the Virginia Section of the American Chemical Society.

...Larry H. White

We first met when my students were participating in the the Chemistry Olympiad competition. You have always
been supportive and willing to help no matter what the circumstances. Your work with Chemistry Olympiad
has had a positive impact on my students. I really enjoyed seeing how the National level exam worked when I
had a chance to "shadow" you a couple of times. Thank you so much for all you do.

...Gary Lutz
I think of Ann as a sterling example of a servant leader. Ann has done so much for the Section without being
outspoken. Her award is so well deserved!

...Phil Burks

Thanks,
Ann

...and a few more memories...

...plus one final

THANK YOU
FOR ALL YOUR MAGNIFICANT SERVICE!!!!

